AIRSTREAM TRAILER SERIAL NUMBER:
MODEL: 1966 SAFARI DOUBLE 22 FT.

DIMENSIONS:

OVERALL LENGTH ____________22'8"
OVERALL WIDTH _______________9'6"
OVERALL HEIGHT ______________10'6"
WEIGHT: 3360 LBS.
HITCH WEIGHT: 377 LBS.

SPECIFICATIONS:

BRAKES ______________________1 SET, KELSEY-HAYES ELECTRIC
WHEELS ______________________2, 15" DROP CENTER
TIRES ________________________2, 7.00x15, 8-Ply NYLON, TUBELESS
BRAKE CONTROL ______________12-VOLT, KELSEY-HAYES
HITCH BALL ____________________2" MARVEL

FLOOR PLAN:

[Diagram of the floor plan with labels for various compartments and fixtures]